
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE IN NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

The Indian Space Programme, from its very inception, has been geared towards national development. It has harnessed
space technology for the benefit of our.

National security and economic policy makers in the region must begin to treat space power issues as core
strategic interests. The EU Satellite Centre takes an important role as an operational entity that provides
security-related analysis to support the decision making process. Projects should be reviewed jointly by the
science offices and OSAT. While the current process of clarifying center responsibilities essentially Earth
orbit at GSFC and deep space at JPL should help reduce competition between centers for similar projects, their
insular culture is so deeply embedded that it may not be sufficient to achieve the desired cooperation. Related
topics:. Numerous advances in external robotics are already being explored for the ISS, including free-flying
robots, large robot arms similar to the Space Shuttle remote manipulator system, and smaller robotic arms for
precision tasks. In collaboration with the Geological Survey of India, a mineral resources finding project,
named Vasundhara, covering an area of 4, 00, sq. The essential, in-house capabilities should be sufficiently
supported to ensure their quality as a national resource. But when such ancillary benefits are tangible and can
be achieved at little or no cost to the primary mission, then their pursuit is sound public policy. Category 3
technologies should be identified and reviewed jointly by the space science offices and OSAT, but they should
be funded and managed by OSAT. First, it should not be used for commercial experiments. National
governments are encouraged to strengthen policy and governance mechanisms for closer collaboration
between health ministries, other relevant ministries and space agencies to leverage the benefits of space
science and technologies for health gains. With this in mind, it is important to understand the changing
landscape of the use of spaceâ€”how it is being used and developed, and who the stakeholders are. In order to
create an environment for sustainable space technology development, strong governmental leadership, national
economic capability, consensus and a support from the general public, and voluntary investment from the
private sector are crucial. Google Scholar Copyright information. The New Millennium program has been
created to increase the demand for needed technologies and practices. Electric power and data transfer
capabilities will be available at these sites. Google Scholar Ramusi, M. The central elements of this process
should be 1 a technology road map, 2 a process to ensure that the road map is being followed and that the
quality of the projects is high, and 3 a strategic intent to use the ISS to drive technological development.
Advanced electric propulsion systems would also reduce propellant requirements, since they would be more
efficient than the current station-keeping system. However there are some roadblocks to international
cooperation on space technologies, even though it can help with national security priorities. Google Scholar
Jain, A. Like other experiments in which the ISS itself would be an integral element, this type of research
cannot be performed on the ground and could be prohibitively costly to conduct in space if the ISS were not
available. Google Scholar Sunspace Ltd. The map should be distributed widely, revisited periodically, and
reviewed by external constituencies. There has not yet been a successor to the ITP. One disadvantage of using
the ISS for flight-testing new space technologies is that the safety constraints associated with the presence of a
crew could increase costs and cause delays in test and development schedules. However, the relevant
expenditures by the science offices and OSAT have not increased sufficiently to foster a level of technology
development appropriate to these new realities. If the price decreases, we will simply charge the lower price.
In addition, satellite images can assist in delivering vaccines or accessing health-care facilities by rapidly
allowing the detection of road features of an image through feature extraction, producing a map of road
networks where maps are either not available or inexistent. TV broadcast, education and disaster warning. The
paper concludes by applying the model to two test cases, Kazakhstan and South Africa. One example of a
manmade threat is the widespread testing of anti-satellite weapons ASAT , which may undermine
international security and stability if intentions are not clear. Category 1 technologies above should be
identified, funded, managed, and reviewed within their associated flight projects. Pasadena, California:
California Institute of Technology. A global network of communications satellites, such as those being
developed by SpaceX and OneWeb, could enable internet connectivity to a clear majority of people, especially
those in remote regions where infrastructure and development is scarce. The synergism of talents that is
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possible in team environments has proven effective in industry and should prove equally effective with flight
projects. In health systems research, space-based research, such as on the International Space Station 6 can
provide unique data on physiologic and biological processes, which may allow potential novel therapeutic
approaches to identify diseases.


